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Abstract

The world of global politics is composed of complex, interrelated and events. To obtain information, to form an opinion and to react to recent developments, policy makers as well as the public depend on news media. Decisions in the field of global politics, therefore, are based on perceptions and beliefs rather than on objective assessments. The following study takes the example of the German print media, analysing the German perception of Russia and Ukraine within the context of the ongoing Ukraine conflict. The current political development in Ukraine is complex, driven by geopolitical, economical and ideological factors. A mediation of these events by news media therefore requires a drastic reduction of complexity to inform readers and decision-makers on developments in this region. Through examination of conceptual metaphors used in the representation of the conflict, this study seeks to better understand how the two main state actors are comprehended and portrayed in German media discourse.
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Introduction

The world of global politics is composed of highly complex, distant and even contradictory events. To obtain information, to form an opinion and to react to recent developments, policy makers as well as the public depend on news media. Therefore, analysts and academics have assumed that decisions in the field of global politics are not always based on an objective assessment of reality but rather on perceptions and beliefs about the other’s “character, intentions, motives and emotions” (Mišík 2013: 446). This is particularly true in conflict situations, where time pressure, uncertainty and competing narratives complicate a constructive analysis.

In this light, the following study turns towards German print media and analyses the German perception of Russia and Ukraine within the context of the ongoing Ukraine conflict. Developments in Ukraine, such as the Euromaidan, the fall of President Yanukovych, and the Russian takeover of Crimea, which quickly escalated into a serious international crisis between Russia, NATO and the European Union (Fischer 2014: 1) have attracted extensive media coverage. This study seeks to better understand how the two main state actors of this conflict are represented and portrayed in German media discourse. In contrast to the dominant methods of German media studies, such as critical discourse analysis (Jäger 2006, 2012) and the sociology
of knowledge approach to discourse (Keller 2005), this paper aims to add an additional angle to this field by analysing conceptual metaphors. Drawing on Lakoff and Johnson’s study (1980), this paper argues that the complexity and uncertainty of events constituting the Ukraine crisis requires concrete and familiar explanatory patterns to enable its communication. By linking the events in Ukraine to more concrete, familiar and intelligible concepts, the media makes the conflict metaphorically understandable, influencing readers’ perceptions, opinions and actions.

Analysing a corpus of 50 news articles published in Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ) between 11 and 31 May 2015, this qualitative study asks how linguistic and conceptual metaphors structure the image of both Ukraine and Russia within the context of the Ukraine crisis. Secondly, I will explore whether there is a dominant pattern in the portrayal of the two countries. Thirdly, I will raise the question of how metaphors used differ from or relate to each other. In closing, I will discuss to what extent a normative evaluation of both actors can be traced back to the way they are conceptualised in the media.

The following sections discuss the theoretical and methodical framework. Afterwards, I present my results, finding that conceptual metaphors play a crucial role in representing Ukraine and Russia within the context of the Ukraine crisis. Particularly metaphors of journey, containers, warfare, of family relations, theatre and health serve to reduce the complexity and construct a relatable image of these distant events. Also, metaphors used imply negative evaluation of both actors. Ukraine, for example, finds itself in asymmetric relationships, such as a patient that needs to be cured or as a student that needs to learn. Russia, on the other hand, is associated with aggressive movements, criminal behavior or hidden intentions.

These insights have far reaching consequences for everyone involved in political opinion and decision making. Although events, such as the Euromaidan, seem to take place whether they are verbalised or not, it is precisely the way we understand and give meaning to these events that influence our reaction. Obviously, conflicts can not be solved by simply changing the language. However, not paying attention to the mutually reinforcing relationship between events and the images used to understand these events may further harden conflict lines and reinforce hostile sentiments. A critical understanding of how our perceptions are shaped by dominant conceptualisations is therefore crucial to engage in a deescalating and peace promoting diplomatic process.

2. Discourse theory and the study of metaphors

Empirical discourse studies of German media are dominated by two methodological approaches: sociology of knowledge (Keller 2005; Keller et al. 2006) and critical discourse analysis (Jäger 2006, 2012). Both approaches share a theoretical basis in Michel Foucault’s work. Both investigate underlying epistemological structures of discourse that constrain the “thinkable”, the “sayable” and the “doable” at a certain historical time and space (cf. Landwehr 2008: 21). They understand language as a system whose structure constitutes a “separate stratum of reality” (Waever 1996) and distance themselves from a referential understanding of language, in which “words and concepts are names used to refer to objects out there in reality and where therefore the structure and logic of language is to be captured by studying these relationships between words and things” (ibid.: 4). Referring to Ferdinand de Saussure and Claude
Lévi-Strauss, discourse scholars argue that meaning is constituted within the rules and structure of a language system, in which the ties between the subject and the language are disconnected making language an object of study independent from the subjects using it (Keller 2011: 16). While cognitive linguistics emphasises the role of subjective experiences, analogies and mappings that constitute meaning (cf. Milliken 1999: 235), discourse studies are inherently skeptical towards cognitive or linguistic approaches “that try to use texts to get to what people really thought, and then explain from perception” (Weaver 1996: 4). However, this paper argues that a linguistic approach to conceptual metaphors does not necessarily contradict the structuralist paradigm, but on the contrary, can contribute valuable aspects to the study of discourse.

In their seminal study, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that understanding is widely facilitated through metaphorical concepts. “The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (Lakoff/Johnson 1980: 5). Metaphors structure reality by mapping complex and distant events to more concrete and familiar explanatory patterns taken from the observer's everyday surrounding (ibid.; also Hülsse 2003: 218). On a micro level, this process describes a cognitive model of explaining individual and subjective perception processes. For Lakoff and Johnson, “the human conceptual system is metaphorically structured and defined” (Lakoff/Johnson 1980: 6). Bringing discourse theory and cognitive linguistics together, Hülsse stresses that individually generated metaphors sometimes manage to transcend the individual level. Sometimes, metaphors conventionalise within a society, which gives them the status of entities that circulate within the system of language, which again makes them an interesting subject matter for the analysis of language independent from the subject (cf. Hülsse 2003: 221; Schieder 2016: 8). On a structural level, recurrent metaphors stop being merely subjective cognitive reflexes and therefore tell a lot about the discourse in which they are embedded. It is especially on that structural level that metaphors become invisible, or in other words, “metaphors we live by” (Lakoff/Johnson 1980). Metaphors provide a space of possible and impossible statements that must be used in order to engage in a meaningful conversation (Hülsse 2003: 222). The conventionalisation of metaphors stabilises certain understandings of reality and assures a coherent and uniform discourse by functioning as inter-textual reference (ibid.).

In contrast to empirical discourse analysis, which focuses on substantive content, conceptional metaphor analysis (CMA) looks at the underlying rhetorical and linguistic dimension of reality production (cf. Rodenburg 1998: 35). CMA studies differentiate between the “target” and the “source” of metaphors. The “target” means an “abstract and inherently unstructured subject matter” which is understood by mapping this unknown phenomenon to the “source”, a more concrete or more structured subject matter (Grady at al. 1999: 101; Kovecses 2010: 13). This cognitive process of pairing target and source generates a conceptual metaphor. A famous example is the target of the “European Union”, a complex political and geographical entity, which often is metaphorically understood through the source of a house or a building.

Secondly, CMA differentiates between conceptual and linguistic metaphors. The conceptual metaphor signifies an underlying concept that gets to the point of a specific target-source relation, but is rarely expressed literally (Bailey 2003: 2). The conceptual metaphor of “Europe is a house” is rarely literally expressed. It is an underlying concept and motivates the use of linguistic metaphors. Linguistic metaphors again are common expressions and practical realisations of the underlying concept. Sayings, such as
“continuing to build Europe” (Rossmann 2015) or “outside the gates of our Union the weapons speak” (ibid.), refer to an underlying concept of Europe as a house. The concept is understood as a structuring factor predetermining which understanding of reality is privileged. The following analysis of conceptual metaphors will concentrate on identifying such linguistic incidents, clustering them and thereby detecting dominant underlying metaphorical concepts of reality.

The study of perception and metaphors looks back on a rich tradition. In the 1990s, Paul A. Chilton introduced cognitive linguistics to the world of international relations (Chilton 1996; Chilton/Ilyin 1993; see also Schieder 2016: 38). Looking at US security policy during and after the Cold War, he highlights the importance of container metaphors in US security rhetoric. Others followed his path, studying European integration, enlargement and migration (cf. Hülsse 2003: 211; Musolff 2000: 216), as well as Europe’s external perception (Chaban et al. 2008; Chaban et al. 2007a; Chaban et al. 2007b; Chaban/Holland 2015). This paper attempts to transfer the analysis of conceptual metaphors to the Ukraine crisis, adding a new angle to the study of images and perception of Ukraine and Russia. I investigated 50 news texts that covered the search word “Ukraine” through a content analysis of the Süddeutsche Zeitung archive (2015). The search word ensured a consistent investigation of all articles that directly report or indirectly include a statement on the situation in Ukraine. The period investigated covers the time from 11 to 31 May 2015, when the Eastern Partnership Summit 2015 took place, presenting a spike of reporting on the situation in Eastern Europe.

Closely reading the articles, I collected, clustered and categorised all metaphors used to conceptualise Ukraine and Russia. To structure the research corpus, I used labels that either inductively emerged or that have been proven effective in similar studies (cf. Chaban/Holland 2008: 86f; Chifane 2013: 82). The figures shown in Table 1 list the findings on Ukraine and Russia, contrasted in two columns. Before presenting my findings, I would like to discuss three limitations.

German quality newspapers use concise and factual language to indicate objectiveness and reliability. This seems to suggest that German quality journalism also uses fewer metaphors compared to tabloid newspapers that use sensational language and stereotypical phrases to attract the reader. However, it is important to differentiate between figurative language and metaphors. “A metaphor is not poetical, fanciful, or rhetorical; but it is literal” as Lakoff and Johnson say (1980: 5). In CMA, the very foundation of human language is understood to be metaphorical and often conventionalised to such a degree that people do not recognise those metaphors we live by. In this light, quality newspapers appear especially interesting, since metaphors used in quality journalism can be expected to be more accepted as representing an objective reality.

Secondly, reduction of coverage to the SZ mirrors a restricted view of the media landscape. Other studies have focused on a variety of newspapers representing different political orientations. However, this wider selection was often combined with a shorter time period covered (cf. Schmidt 2016: 72) or a less comprehensive selection of articles (cf. Baltz 2014: 12). It is my interest to uncover metaphorical conventions that stabilise over time, which makes it important to analyse a longer period instead of a variety of sources. As I was interested in “dominant discourses, rather than dissident or idiosyncratic voices” (Mautner 2008: 23), the SZ as the leading nationwide quality
newspaper presents an obvious and valid source to turn to (Statistica 2015). It covers 84% of all nationwide quality newspapers sold in Germany during the respective period (SZ n.d.) and is considered the number one newspaper to read by economic and administrative decision makers (Ürük 2016).

Lastly, it often seems that newspaper analysis overemphasises the opinions of journalists and politicians, ignoring a variety of individual opinions that do not have the chance to be published in news media. However, discourse analysis aims to abstract from individual opinion and wants to focus on rules and regularities of what can be meaningfully said in a certain time and space (Landwehr 2008: 21). As an arena of discursive confrontation, it is news media that make public debates visible in the first place and therefore, present one of the most valuable sources for discourse analysis (cf. also Cotter 2015: 430f). Nevertheless, media texts are not a one-way medium that constitute public perceptions (cf. Mautner 2008: 32). News media reflects and reproduces dominant views of society amplifying and reinforcing them at the same time.

3. Results

The analysis resulted in a total number of 277 linguistic metaphors almost evenly distributed between Ukraine and Russia with 141 describing the former and 136 the latter. Several underlying conceptual metaphors could be identified. Firstly, orientational metaphors, summarising conceptions of movement and space; secondly, ontological metaphors that represent an abstraction, emotion or idea as something known and concrete, such as containers, persons or objects (cf. Lakoff/Johnson 1980: 25). For example, the abstract entity of the European Union is often understood as a container, more specifically, as a house with doors, walls and neighbors. The most dominant metaphors found fit the categories of movement, space, containers, personifications, war, health and theatre. In the following discussion, examples are translated literally into English to preserve their metaphorical nature. Secondly, the examples are contextualised within miniature narratives that reflect the context of their appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Metaphor</th>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Type of Metaphor</th>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total N/Ukraine</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Total N/Russia</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientational Metaphors</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>Orientational Metaphors</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow Pace</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>Slow Pace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of movement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>Direction of movement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localisation in space</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Localisation in space</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation in space</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>Separation in Space</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion in Space</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>Expansion in Space</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontological/structural metaphors</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>Ontological/structural Metaphors</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of something</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Lack of something</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Substance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>Liquid Substance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansible Substance</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>Expansible Substance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>Audition</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Temperature 0 0,0% Temperature 4 2,9%
Container 28 19,9% Container 5 3,7%
    Construction/House 15 10,6% Construction/House 4 2,9%
        residential area 6 4,3% residential area 1 0,7%
        Fragile structure 7 5,0% Fragile substance 0 0,0%
Personification 1 0,7% Personification 14 10,3%
    Qualities 0 0,0% Qualities 3 2,2%
    Emotions 1 0,7% Emotions 11 8,1%
    Human Relations 12 8,5% Human Relations 22 16,2%
    Friendship 3 2,1% Friendship 4 2,9%
    Partnership 1 0,7% Partnership 3 2,2%
    Family 3 2,1% Family 7 5,1%
    Romantic relations 1 0,7% Romantic relations 8 5,9%
    Teacher-pupil relation 3 2,1% Teacher-pupil relation 0 0,0%
    Religious Community 1 0,7% Religious Community 0 0,0%
    Theatre 2 1,4% Theatre 10 7,4%
    War 10 7,1% War 9 6,6%
    Cleanness 1 0,7% Cleanness 2 1,5%
    Health (poor) 10 7,1% Health (poor) 2 1,5%
    Physics 7 5,0% Physical force 3 2,2%
    Food 0 0,0% Food 3 2,2%
    Violence is Money 1 0,7% Punishment is Money 4 2,9%
    Politic is commodity 1 0,7% Politic is commodity 0 0,0%
    War is conversation 1 0,7% War is conversation 0 0,0%
    Gamble 1 0,7% Gamble 3 2,2%
    Myth 3 2,1% Myth 1 0,7%
    Plant 6 4,3% Plant 1 0,7%
    Temperature 0 0,0% Temperature 4 2,9%
    Machine/Vehicle 2 1,4% Machine/Vehicle 2 1,5%
    Animal 0 0,0% Animal 3 2,2%
    Freedom 3 2,1% Freedom 0 0,0%
    Danger 2 1,4% Danger 0 0,0%

3.1 Movement and Space

Ukraine

In the case of Ukraine, the most dominant metaphor of movement was the image of a journey. Ukraine was often depicted as being confronted with a variety of paths and distances that had to be overcome or interrupted. For example, Ukraine looks for a “different way” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015) of remembering the 9 May, takes “further steps” (Brössler 2015b) towards the EU, knows the “hurdles” (Kornelius 2015a) of EU-integration, and “bumps” (Brössler 2015b) into resistance from a block of European states countering Ukraine’s overhasty integration. The way towards Europe seems to be impeded by another journey Ukraine is urged to stop, namely the ‘journey’ of corruption. For example, there is hope that the new anti-corruption agency in Ukraine can “turn around” (Kahlweit 2015b) the country. Ukraine is urged to “end” (Kahlweit 2015b) corruption, which appears difficult, since no one knows where the power of oligarchs “start[s] and end[s]” (ibid.). Kiev needs “to go about doing something” (ibid.) against organised crime. Metaphors of Journey are closely linked with metaphors of pace, when President Petro Poroshenko is understood as a “brakesman” (ibid.) in
fighting corruption, when “no rapid” (SZ 2015b) EU accession is expected or when Ukraine is described “to be stuck in a heavy crisis” (DPA 2015c).

Even though Ukraine seems to be stuck at a crossroads, there is a certain tendency in describing the direction of movement. Much is said about Ukraine’s “wishes for convergence” (Kornelius 2015a) with Europe, about the “desire to find protection in the West” (Richter 2015b) and about hopes to “step in” (EU) (Hassel 2015a; SZ 2015b, Brössler 2015b, 2015c, SZ 2015b). This direction is further supported by Europe “luring” (DBR 2015) its Eastern Neighbors with a visa-free regime, or Berlin “attracting” problems in the east “like a magnet does metal chips” (Kornelius 2015c). These two examples, however, come with negative connotations, suggesting an intention by Europe to seduce and, in the second case, an unwanted convergence between Germany and its Eastern Neighbors. Only one metaphor indicated a different orientation, claiming that the tragedy of the Ukrainian conflict lies in the fact that no other “people were as close to the Russians” (Hans 2015b) as the Ukrainians are.

Beside the movement towards the EU, a second movement is the uncontrolled movement downwards. Media reported on the “fall” (Brössler 2015b) of Janukovitsch, on the “fall” (Kahlweit 2015b) of wages and salaries, on the Ukrainian “fall” (Richter 2015a) into the hands of a neighboring nuclear power, on the “deepening” (Brössler 2015c) division between Russia and Ukraine, as well as the “falling apart” (Pantel 2015) of the country.

The most dominant spatial metaphor in reporting on Ukraine within the context of the conflict are separations or exclusions in space. Apart from the deepening “division” (Brössler 2015c) between Ukraine and Russia, Ukraine is described to be “separated” (Hans 2015b) from its ‘brother peoples’, Ukraine’s hopes for EU-integration are “disaggregated” (SZ 2015b), and Ukraine tries to “limit” the power of oil barons (Kahlweit 2015b).

Russia

In the case of Russia, we find dominant metaphors of movement as well. Putin has “started” an evil game of influence (Kornelius 2015a). The aggression “is sent off” (ibid.) by Russia. “How far will Putin go” (ibid.) in Ukraine? Russia’s fight for remembrance “goes on” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015). Russia behaves in a way that does “not” help to “get closer” (Richter 2015b) to the West, and that “leads” towards isolation (Hans 2015b). Closely linked with the metaphor of a journey, Russia is described as moving away and separating itself from the West: it “turns away from Europe” (Augstein 2015) or “takes back” (Hassel 2015b) its sphere of influence. “Russia is not inclined” (Braun/Brössler 2015) towards Europe and is “separated” (Hans 2015b) from its brother Ukraine, moving towards international “isolation” (ibid.). Like Ukraine, Russia is associated with moving downwards. The ruble is described as “fall[ing] in value” (Hans 2015c), Russian exports “drop” (DPA 2015a), and imports “sink” and “shrink” (ibid.). Also, beyond the economic sphere, Russia seems to be associated with downwards movements or operating on a level below the surface. “Fallen” (Wetzel 2015) Russian Soldiers are discussed. The relationship with the USA is at a “low-point” (AFP 2015); it is implied that Russia “undermines” (Kornelius 2015a) Ukrainian society; it operates “under cover” (Hans 2015b) in Ukraine and conducts a “subliminal” hybrid war. Lastly, it “undergirds” (Braun/Brössler 2015) the separatists.
3.2 Ontological and structural metaphors

Spatial orientations and movements provide a “rich basis for understanding concepts in orientational terms” (Lankoff/Johnson: 25). However, further metaphors related to humans’ direct experiences with physical objects and substances can be added. This is where ontological and structural metaphors come into play.

Ukraine: A house under construction?

One of the most dominant metaphors in the case of Ukraine was the metaphor of a fragile structure or a house under construction. Ukraine is struggling for “economic and political stabilisation” (Braun 2015). The Minsk II agreement serves as a “fundament” (ibid.) for this process. Ukraine is in the process of “building” (Kahlweit 2015b) an anti-corruption agency. However, this process remains “fragile” (Braun 2015), the country has problems with “rebuilding” (ibid.) the political system. The country faces the threat of “collapse” (Brössler 2015a), it suffers from “destructive corruption” (Kahlweit 2015b), by which managers of energy companies occupy “key positions” (ibid.), hindering further development. Ukraine is “shaken by many crises” (Braun 2015) and the ceasefire is “breached” (ibid.) almost daily.

The construction work on a fragile structure is often contrasted with the European Union as a stable and highly desired container. Ukraine tries “to find protection in” (Richter 2015b) Europe. Ukraine would like to hear that they are “welcomed” (Brössler 2015b) in Europe. Ukraine is not “in it” (Kornelius 2015a). Ukraine hopes for a perspective for “stepping in” (Brössler 2015c) soon. However, since there is a war “outside the gates of our Union” (Rossmann 2015), the German Government is against a rapid “entry” (SZ 2015b) of Ukraine. Supported by metaphors of construction and houses mentioned above, relations between Europe and Ukraine are often conceptualised as a residential area, for example in talking about Ukraine being the “neighbour” (DBR 2015; Kornelius 2015a; Brössler 2015b) of Europe, or talking about living in the “neighborhood of NATO” (Brössler 2015a).

Ukraine: Personifications and human relations

Metaphors, personification metonymies play a subordinate role in conceptualising Ukraine in the SZ. A metonymy functions similarly to a metaphorical personification. The difference is, however, that in the case of metonymies, a non-human entity, such as Kiev, Ukraine or the parliament, is used to refer to persons, whereas in the case of personification, human characteristics, behavior or emotional states are used to describe non-human processes or entities (Lakoff/Johnson 1980: 37). In this study, little attention was paid to standard journalistic metonymies only used to avoid repetitions or specifications and without adding personal characteristics, qualities or emotions.

However, a variety of personifications and the use of human relations to describe Ukraine's relationship with other states can be found. The relation between Europe and Ukraine is conceptualised three times either in terms of a friendship or a disappointed friendship (Augstein 2015), for example when it is stated that they are “somehow friends” (Brössler 2015c), that they agree on a partnership that is “supposed to help” (Fried 2015b; Hans/Kahlweit 2015) Ukraine or when Ukraine is depicted as “abandoned by its friends” (Richter 2015a). In three cases, relations between the EU and Ukraine are described as an asymmetric teacher-student relation. Ukraine has to
“do its homework” (Brössler 2015b), has to “show results” (Kahlweit 2015b) and receives an “admonition” (Braun 2015) from Steinmeier. Relations between Russia and Ukraine, however, are rather described in terms of family relations. Ukraine got separated from its “sister peoples” (Hans 2015b). Ukraine fights against its “big Brother” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015) or “its brother” nation Russia (Brössler 2015c).

**Ukraine: War**

Another metaphorical concept applied is that of war. Rhetorically, Ukraine seems to be engaged in several types of war. Firstly, this becomes clear when the German government is said “to fight at the frontline” (Brössler 2015b) against an EU membership perspective of Ukraine. Secondly, the Ukrainian Government does not only fight with weapons against separatists, but also “targets” (Kahlweit 2015c) the east of Ukraine with new laws and tries to find “protection” (Richter 2015b) in Europe. The most frequent war metaphor refers to the “fight against corruption” (Brössler 2015b), which is rhetorically connected with battles against separatists, when at one point President Poroshenko is quoted saying “the front against corruption is as important as the front that our heroes fight at in the east” (Kahlweit 2015b). There is a “struggle of power between different profiteers of corruption” (ibid.). Moreover, Poroshenko “attacks” the oligarch Rinat Akhmetov (ibid.) and there is a description of how bribery helps to “conquer” (ibid.) a job. Lastly, Ukraine needs to “become the master over corruption” (Braun 2015).

**Ukraine: Poor Health**

Other metaphors used to conceptualise Ukraine’s situation are, for example, of poor health. The country “limps” (Braun 2015), suffers “poor financial health” (DPA 2015b), is “emaciated” (ibid.) from war. Also, corruption in Ukraine is conceptualised as a psychological illness: Oligarchs “suffer kleptomania” (Kahlweit 2015b), like an infection, it is said to be “endemic” (ibid.) and comparable with “cancer” (ibid.). Underlining this, the word “crisis” (e.g. Balser 2015; Fried 2015b; Brössler 2015c), mostly chosen over other possible descriptions, such as the Ukraine conflict, Ukraine disaster or Ukraine war, derives from a medical background, describing a sudden point of change towards a better or worse state of the patient.

**Ukraine: Plants and physics**

Metaphors of plants or organic growth and physics have not been as frequent as those expressions mentioned above, but will be mentioned here to complete the picture. The “development” (Pantel 2015) of Ukraine was sometimes depicted as “growth” (Ulrich 2015) of embitterment. The fight against corruption was also conceptualised as “clearing the forest” (Kahlweit 2015b) and bribery was understood as “cutting branches” (ibid.). Lastly, Ukraine was understood as being under the influence of physical forces, such as “pressure” (Brössler 2015a, 2015b) coming from Russia and “magnetic attraction” (Kornelius 2015c) coming from Germany.
Russia: Personification, emotions and human relations

In the case of Russia, the dominant metaphor was the personification and the concept of human relations. The complex geostrategic and tactical behavior of Russia is often explained by attributing to Russia, the Russian political elite or Putin emotional motivations or personality traits. For example, Russia claims to be “offended” and “misunderstood” (Richter 2015b) by the West. Russia was “humiliated” (ibid.) after the end of the Cold War; Moscow is “worried” (Pantel 2015) about the situation in Eastern Europe. Germany does not want to “provoke” (Hassel 2015b) the Kremlin. And the Russian author Viktor Jerofejew is quoted saying that it is imperative to “treat Russia finely nuanced” (Augstein 2015). Such personifications interlink with description of Russia acting “aggressively” (Bigalke 2015), causing “aggression” (Kornelius 2015a), acting “criminally” (SZ 2015a) in Crimea and telling a “fairy tale of humiliation” (Richter 2015b), implicitly accusing Russia of not telling the truth.

In addition to such personifications and metonymies, the concept of human relations plays a central role in conceptualising the interaction between Russia and other states. Words used to describe the relationship with the USA and Europe strongly connote with failed partnerships or failed romantic relations. This can be seen in sentences such as “the relationship suffers from misunderstandings” (Richter 2015b), “the relationship got worse” (Bigalke 2015), “they do not come along well anymore” (Hans 2015b) and Greece is “romanced” by two opposing political camps (Kornelius 2015a).

The relation towards Ukraine is again described as a family relation. Beside a variety of cases in which Russia and Ukraine are described as “brothers” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015), Russia can barely afford to pay “alimony” (Augstein 2015) for Crimea. Furthermore, Russian soldiers are depicted as “Russian boys” (Wetzel 2015) and “dead sons” (ibid.) bemoaned by “Russian mothers” (ibid.).

Russia: Theatre

Metaphors of theatre were prominent in Russia’s representation in the news texts. Russia “shows” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015) its armory to the world. Russia has a central “role” (ibid.) in the Ukraine crisis. Russian agents that “played a role” (ibid.) during the annexation of Crimea have been present during the celebrations of 9 May. Borodai “pulled the strings” (ibid.) in Crimea and “performed” a “role” as the first Minister of the People’s Republic Donetsk (ibid.). During the celebrations of 9 May, the rocker “applauded fiercely” (ibid.) when Putin paced to his limousine. The annexation of Crimea was not as successful as the political elite may “perform” it (Hans 2015b). Lastly, Eastern Europe is described as a “stage” (Pantel 2015) for the struggle of the East versus the West.

Russia: War

Metaphors of war were also used frequently. The cooperation between East and West was considered “to have suffered a heavy blow” (SZ 2015a). Moscow is depicted to “capture remembrance” (Hans/Kahlweit 2015). Russia “fights for its position” (Kahlweit 2015c) not to support separatists. It is doubtful whether the “minefield of history” between Poland and Russia can be “cleared” (Hallel 2015). At a congress in Gdańsk, Polish and Russian historians kept “fighting” (ibid.). The “battle” over rightful memory goes on (ibid.); Greece is romanced “by two opposing political camps” (Kornelius 2015a).
Russia: Containers and liquid substance

Container metaphors have not been as frequent as those expressions elaborated before, but will once again be mentioned here to complete the picture. They only occurred five times, but all of them in relation to the picture of Europe as a ‘house’. Differing from Ukraine, however, Russia was described as being excluded or “locked out” (Kornelius 2015b), and Eastern Europe discussed as “sealing oneself off” against Russian “influence” (Kornelius 2015a). The Author Viktor Jerofejew criticised that in the past, Russia was ignored like a “filthy room” (Augstein 2015). Russian influence was sometimes depicted as a liquid substance, as an “influx” (Kahlweit 2015c) that was coming over Eastern Europe or as an aggression that “dammed up” (Kornelius 2015a) at the eastern border of the European Union.

4. Discussion of the findings

A limited set of metaphors is applied when the SZ reports on Ukraine and Russia. In both cases, metaphors of war, journey, personification and human relations were frequent. Ukraine is depicted as being engaged in several wars, namely against Russia, against corruption and for EU integration. Russia, on the other hand, is described as conducting warfare when it defends a historical interpretation or its own point of view. Ukraine is depicted as being stuck at the crossways between two journeys, the journey out of corruption and the journey towards Europe, which is impeded and blocked by some western states. Russia, in contrast, is portrayed as being on a military journey. Ukraine desires a movement towards Europe, but stagnates between East and West. Russia moves away from Europe into isolation. There is surprisingly little personification in the case of Ukraine. Metaphors of human relations describe Ukraine as a country that turned away from its Russian brother/family towards its European partners and friends who, however, do not welcome Ukraine the way it wished. Russia, as well, is depicted as having a ‘family’ relationship with Ukraine. Its relationship with Europe is pictured as a disappointed friendship and partnership. Personifications depict Russia as a person motivated by hurt feelings. Russia is portrayed as an oversensitive actor, someone who feels insulted or misunderstood. Russia is seen as acting aggressively, in a criminal manner and as telling fairy tales. The most noteworthy differences between the two countries were found in the categories of health and theatre. A variety of medical expressions describe Ukraine as suffering from endemic corruption, evoking a picture of Ukraine as a patient that needs to be cured. One feature of this patient-metaphor is that it highlights a state of powerlessness and innocence that needs to be overcome. At the same time, it hides other aspects. Corruption is a criminal activity driven by human beings that intentionally undermine law and order to gain illicit benefits. Conceptualising corruption as a sickness takes away, to a certain degree, the blame from criminal individuals and failing authorities. Moreover, even though corruption plays big role in Russia, too, Russia is not referred to as a patient needing to be cured. It is rather associated with metaphors of theatre having the “world” watching it. This implies a sense of dishonesty and deception. Someone who “acts” in a theatrical sense does not tell the truth and might pursue hidden agendas.

Another interesting finding is that metaphorical expressions tie in with the widely-investigated metaphor of Europe as a house or structure (cf. Chaban et al. 2008: 72; Hülsse 2003: 211; Musolf 2000: 216). The Ukrainian neighbors are conceptualised as being hopeful to enter the European ‘house’ but, at the same time, lack the required
stability. Ukraine is depicted as fragile and in need of reconstruction to enter the EU. Russia is metaphorically locked out from the European ‘house’. This demonstrates how influential the metaphor of Europe as a house is, structuring political discourse and images of other states far beyond its borders.

Both Ukraine and Russia are largely depicted in a negative light. This reflects tendencies of media products to report on critical or negative events that attract readers’ attention (Chaban et al. 2008: 90). However, negative evaluations differ in nature. Russia is depicted as an aggressor and sometimes as criminal, operating under the surface, “under cover” (Hans 2015b), “subliminal” (Braun/Brössler 2015), “undergirding” (ibid.) and thus is seen as “undermining” (Kornelius 2015a) Ukrainian society. Ukraine, on the other hand, is depicted as being ill, suffering the illness of corruption, unable to win its war on EU-integration and in the east of Ukraine. Ukraine is also pictured as being in an asymmetric relation with Europe: moving towards a skeptical EU and being described as student that has to do its homework.

5. Concluding remarks

The current political development in Ukraine is complex, driven by geopolitical, economical and ideological factors. A mediation of these events by news media therefore requires a drastic reduction of complexity to inform readers and decision-makers on developments in this region. This study assumed that metaphors play a central role in conceptualising this conflict and therewith reduce its complexity. It was found that news media resort to a limited set of typical metaphorical concepts. Metaphors of war, personifications and metonymy, human relations, health and theater served to conceptualise both countries in a relatable and intelligible way.

Researchers and practitioners in the field of foreign policy need to be aware that decisions and actions are guided by beliefs about the “character, intentions, motivations and emotions” of other states (Mišík 2013: 446). A sensible use and critical stand towards language and the conceptualisation of reality though metaphors is key when assessing complex events of social conflict. As an addition to discourse analysis, CMA presents a valuable tool to analyze external perceptions as well as to get to the bottom of one’s own perception of reality, minimising the influence of stereotypes and ideological factors in political decisions. Especially in the case of Europe, Russia and Ukraine, it is important to explore new ways of looking at the world counteracting the relapse into old patterns of perception.
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